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Abstract
Humans effortlessly use experience from related tasks to improve their performance at
novel tasks. In machine learning, we are often confronted with data from "related" tasks
and asked to make predictions for a new task. How can we use the related data to make
the best prediction possible? In this thesis, I present the Clustered Naive Bayes classifier,
a hierarchical extension of the classic Naive Bayes classifier that ties several distinct Naive
Bayes classifiers by placing a Dirichlet Process prior over their parameters. A priori, the
model assumes that there exists a partitioning of the data sets such that, within each subset,
the data sets are identically distributed. I evaluate the resulting model in a meeting domain,
developing a system that automatically responds to meeting requests, partially taking on
the responsibilities of a human office assistant. The system decides, based on a learned
model of the user's behavior, whether to accept or reject the request on his or her behalf.
The extended model outperforms the standard Naive Bayes model by using data from other
users to influence its predictions.
Thesis Supervisor: Leslie Pack Kaelbling
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In machine learning, we are often confronted with multiple, related datasets and asked to
make predictions. For example, in spam filtering, a typical dataset consists of thousands
of labeled emails belonging to a collection of users. In this sense, we have multiple data
sets-one for each user. Should we combine the datasets and ignore the prior knowledge
that different users labeled each email? If we combine the data from a group of users
who roughly agree on the definition of spam, we will have increased the available training
data from which to make predictions. However, if the preferences within a population of
users are heterogeneous, then we should expect that simply collapsing the data into an
undifferentiated collection will make our predictions worse. Can we take advantage of all
the data to improve prediction accuracy even if not all the data is relevant?
The process of using data from unrelated or partially related tasks is known as transfer
learning or multi-task learning and has a growing literature (Thrun, 1996; Baxter, 2000;
Guestrin et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2005; Teh et al., 2006). While humans effortlessly use
experience from related tasks to improve their performance at novel tasks, machines must be
given precise instructions on how to make such connections. In this thesis, I introduce such
a set of instructions, based on the statistical assumption that there exists some partitioning
of the data sets into groups such that each group is identically distributed. Because I have
made no representational commitments, the assumptions are general but weak. Ultimately,
any such model of sharing must be evaluated on real data to test its worth, and, to that end,
I evaluate the resulting model in a meeting domain, developing a system that automatically
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responds to meeting requests, partially taking on the responsibilities of a human office
assistant. The system decides, based on a learned model of the user's behavior, whether to
accept or reject the request on his or her behalf. The model with sharing outperforms its
non-sharing counterpart by using data from other users to influence its predictions.
In the machine learning community, prediction is typically characterized as a classifi-
cation problem. In binary classification, our goal is to learn to predict the outputs of a
(possibly non-deterministic) function f that maps inputs X to output labels Y E {0, 1}.
Given n example input/output pairs (Xi, Yi) ' 1 and an unlabeled input Xn+l, we predict
the missing label Yn+ 1 . However, before a prediction is decided upon, we must first formally
specify our preferences with respect to prediction error. This is accomplished by defining
a loss function, L(y, y'), which specifies the penalty associated with predicting the label y'
when the true label is y. For example,
L(yy') = y=y11
is referred to as 0-1 loss. Inspecting Equation (1.1), we see that the classifier is penalized
if it predicts the wrong label and is not penalized if it predicts the correct label. It follows
from this definition that the optimal decision is to choose the most likely label. In a spam
filtering setting, however, the 0-1 loss is inappropriate; we would prefer to allow the odd
spam email through the filter if it lowered the chance that an authentic email would be
discarded. Such loss functions are called asymmetric because they assign different loss
depending on whether the true label is zero or one.
In the standard classification setting, the example input/output pairs are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples from some unknown probabil-
ity distribution, P(X, Y). In fact, if we know P(X, Y), then, given any unlabeled input
Xn+1 = x and any loss function L(y, y'), we can determine the prediction that minimizes
the expected loss by choosing the label
yopt = arg min E[L(Y, y')IX = x]. (1.2)
V/
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L(y, y')
?(XY) P(X,Y|D) argmin Yn+1
- Inference E [L(Y, y')ID, X = X.+]
D=(Xi, Y) 1 X
Figure 1-1: Given a probabilistic model, P(X, Y), we can incorporate training data D =
(Xi, Y) ' 1 using probability theory. Given this updated probability model, P(X, YID), any
loss function L(y, y') and an unlabeled input Xn+1 , we can immediately choose the label
that minimizes the expected loss.
From this perspective, if we can build a probabilistic model P(X, Y) that is, in some sense,
close to the true distribution P(X, Y), then we can make predictions for a range of loss
functions (see Figure 1-1). For any particular loss function, empirical assessments of loss
can be used to discriminate between probabilistic models (Vapnik, 1995). However, in
order to handle a range of loss functions, we should not optimize with respect to any
one particular loss function. While we could handle over-specialization heuristically by
using several representative loss functions, we will instead directly evaluate the probability
assignments that each model makes.
Recall that the monotonicity of the log function implies that maximizing the likelihood
is identical to maximizing the log-likelihood. Using Gibbs' inequality, we can interpret the
effect of seeking models that maximize the expected log-likelihood. Given two distribution
p(.) and q(.), Gibbs' inequality states that,
Ep[logp(x)] ;> Ep[logq(x)], (1.3)
with equality only if p = q almost everywhere. Consider the task of choosing a distribution
q to model data generated by an unknown probability distribution p. By Gibbs inequality,
the distribution q that maximizes the expected log-likelihood of the data,
Ep[log q(x)], (1.4)
is precisely q = p (MacKay, 2003, pg. 34). Remarkably, the log-loss, L(q(.), a) = - log q(a),
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is the only loss function on distributions such that minimizing the expected loss leads
invariably to true beliefs (Merhav, 1998).1
The difference between the expected log-likelihood under the true model p and any
approximate model q is
Ep[logp(x)] - Ep[logq(x)] = E,[log ] = D(pflq), (1.5)
q(x)
where D(p| q) is known as the relative entropy of p with respect to q. 2 Therefore, choosing
the model that maximizes the expected log-likelihood is equivalent to choosing the model
that is closest in relative entropy to the true distribution. Given any finite dataset, we can
produce empirical estimates of these expectations and use them to choose between models
and make predictions.3
Assuming that we have decided to model our data probabilistically, how do we take
advantage of related data sets? Consider the case where the datasets are each associated
with a user performing a task that we intend to learn to predict. In order to leverage other
users' data, we must formally define how users are related. However, while we may know
several types of relationships that could exist, unless we know the intended users person-
ally, we cannot know which relationships will actually exist between users in an arbitrary
population. Therefore, the set of encoded relationships should include those relationships
that we expect to exist in real data (so they can be found) and those that can be used to
improve prediction performance (so they are useful). With real data from a group of users,
we first identify which of these relationships actually hold and then take advantage of them.
For example, consider the prior belief that people who receive similar email are more likely
to agree on the definition of spam. Given unlabeled emails from a user, we might benefit
by grouping that user with other users whose mail is similar. On the other hand, while we
may be able to discover that two users share the same birthday, this information is unlikely
to aid in learning their spam preferences.
'Technically the log-loss is the only local proper loss function, where local implies that the loss function
L(q, a) only relies on the value of the distribution q at the value a and proper implies that it leads to Bayesian
beliefs. The log-loss is known as the self-information loss in the information theory literature (Barron, 1998).
2This quantity is also known as the Kullback-Leibler (or, KL) divergence. Note that, while relative
entropy is non-negative and zero if and only if q = p, it is not symmetric and therefore not a distance metric.
3I discuss the implementation of these ideas in Chapter 3.
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(a) User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6
U U.E
(b) User I User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6
(c) User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 N User 5 Ue
Classifier E User Data Set
Figure 1-2: Transfer Learning Strategies: When faced with multiple datasets (six here, but
in general n) over the same input space, we can extend a model that describes a single
data set to one that describes the collection of datasets by constraining the parameters of
each model. (a) If a model is applied to each dataset and no constraints are placed on the
parameterizations of these models, then no transfer will be achieved. (b) Alternatively, if
each of the models is constrained to have the same parameterization, it is as if we trained
a single model on the entire dataset. Implicitly, we have assumed that all of the data sets
are identically distributed. When this assumption is violated, we can expect prediction to
suffer. (c) As a compromise, assume there exists a partitioning (coloring) of the datasets
into groups such that the groups are identically distributed.
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When faced with a classification task on a single data set, well-studied techniques abound
(Boser et al., 1992; Herbrich et al., 2001; Lafferty et al., 2001). A popular classifier that
works well in practice, despite its simplicity, is the Naive Bayes classifier (Maron, 1961)
(which was casually introduced over 40 years ago). However, the Naive Bayes classifier
cannot directly integrate multiple related datasets into its predictions. If we train a separate
classifier on each data set then, of course, it follows that the other data sets will have no
effect on predictive performance (see Figure 1-2(a)). One possible way of integrating related
datasets is to combine them into a single, large data set (see Figure 1-2(b)). However, just
as in the spain example, grouping the data and training a single Naive Bayes classifier will
work only if users behave similarly.
Consider the following compromise between these two extreme forms of sharing. Instead
of assuming that every dataset is identically distributed, we will assume that some grouping
of the users exists such that the datasets within each group are identically distributed (see
Figure 1-2(c)). Given a partitioning, we can then train a classifier on each group. To handle
uncertainty in the number of groups and their membership, I define a generative process
for datasets, such that they the datasets tend to cluster into identically distributed groups.
At the heart of this process is a non-parametric prior known as the Dirichlet Process. This
prior ties the parameters of separate Naive Bayes models that model each dataset. Because
samples from the Dirichlet Process are discrete with probability one, and therefore, exhibit
clustering, the model parameterizations also cluster, resulting in identically distributed
groups of data sets. This model extends the applicability of the Naive Bayes classifier to
the domain of multiple, (possibly) related data sets defined over the same input space. I call
the resulting classifier the Clustered Naive Bayes classifier. Bayesian inference under this
model simultaneously considers all possible groupings of the data, weighing the predictive
contributions of each grouping by its posterior probability.
There have been a wide variety of approaches to the problem of transfer learning. Some
of the earliest work focused on sequential transfer in neural networks, using weights from
networks trained on related data to bias the learning of networks on novel tasks (Pratt,
1993; Caruana, 1997). Other work has focused on learning multiple tasks simultaneously.
For example, Caruana (1997) describes a way of linking multiple neural networks together
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to achieve transfer and then extends this approach to decision-tree induction and k-nearest
neighbors. More recently, these ideas have been applied to modern supervised learning
algorithms, like support vector machines (Wu and Dietterich, 2004). Unfortunately, it is
very difficult to interpret these ad-hoc techniques; it is unclear whether the type of sharing
they embody is justified or relevant. In contrast, the probabilistic model at the heart of the
Clustered Naive Bayes classifier explicitly defines the type of sharing it models.
I have taken a Bayesian approach to modelling, and therefore probabilities should be
interpreted as representing degrees of belief (Cox, 1946; Halpern, 1999; Arnborg and Sjdin,
2000). This thesis is related to a large body of transfer learning research conducted in
the hierarchical Bayesian framework, in which common prior distributions are used to tie
together model components across multiple datasets. My work is a direct continuation of
work started by Zvika Marx and Michael Rosenstein on the CALO DARPA project. Marx
and Rosenstein formulated the meeting acceptance task, chose relevant features, collected
real-world data sets and built two distinct models that both achieved transfer. In the
first model, Marx et al. (2005) biased the learning of a logistic regression model by using a
prior over weights whose mean and variance matched the empirical mean and variance of the
weights learned on related tasks. Rosenstein et al. (2005) constructed a hierarchical Bayesian
model where each tasks was associated with a separate naive Bayes classifier. Transfer was
achieved by first assuming that the parameters were drawn from a common distribution
and then performing approximate Bayesian inference. The most serious problem with this
model is that the chosen prior distribution is not flexible enough to handle more than one
group of related tasks. In particular, if there exists two sufficiently different groups of tasks,
then no transfer will occur. I describe their prior distribution in Section 2.4. This thesis
improves their model by replacing the common distribution with a Dirichlet Process prior.
It is possible to loosely interpret the resulting Clustered Naive Bayes model as grouping
tasks based on a marginal likelihood metric. From this viewpoint, this work is related
to transfer-learning research which aims to first determine which tasks are relevant before
attempting transfer (Thrun and O'Sullivan, 1996).
Ferguson (1973) was the first to study the Dirichlet Process and show that it can, simply
speaking, model any other distribution arbitrarily closely. With the advent of faster com-
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puters, large-scale inference under the Dirichlet Process has become possible, resulting in a
rush of research applying this tool to a wide range of problems including document mod-
elling (Blei et al., 2004), gene discovery (Dahl, 2003), and scene understanding (Sudderth
et al., 2005). Teh et al. (2006) introduced the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, achieving
transfer learning in document modelling across multiple corpora. The work closest in spirit
to this thesis was presented recently by Xue et al. (2005). They achieved transfer learning
between multiple datasets by tying the parameters of logistic regression models together
using the Dirichlet Process and deriving a variational method for performing inference. In
the same way, the Clustered Naive Bayes model I introduce uses a Dirichlet Process prior
to tie the parameters of several Naive Bayes models together to achieve transfer. There are
several important differences: First, the logistic regression model is discriminative, meaning
that it does not model the distribution of the inputs. Instead, it only models the condi-
tional distribution of the outputs conditioned on the inputs. As a result, it cannot take
advantage of unlabeled data. In the Clustered Naive Bayes model, the datasets are clus-
tered with respect to a generative model which defines a probability distribution over both
the inputs and outputs. Therefore, the Clustered Naive Bayes model is semi-supervised: it
can take advantage of unlabeled data points. Implicit in this choice is the assumption that
similar feature distributions are associated with similar predictive distributions. Whether
this assumption is valid must be judged for each task; for the meeting acceptance task, the
generative model of sharing seems appropriate and leads to improved results.
This thesis is in five parts. In Chapter 2, I formally define the Clustered Naive Bayes
model as well as two baseline models against which the clustered variant will be compared.
In Chapter 3, I define the meeting acceptance task and justify the metrics I will use to
evaluate the Clustered Naive Bayes model's performance. In Chapter 4, I present the
results for the meeting acceptance task. In Chapter 5, I conclude with a discussion of
the results and ideas for future work. Finally, for my most ardent readers, I present the
technical aspects of performing inference in each of the models in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2
Models
In this thesis we are concerned with classification settings where the inputs and output
labels are drawn from finite sets. In particular, the inputs are composed of F features,
each taking values from finite sets. Over such input spaces, the standard Naive Bayes
classifier normally takes the form of a product of multinomial distributions. In this chapter
I introduce the Clustered Naive Bayes model in detail, as well as two additional models
which will function as baselines for comparison in the meeting acceptance task.
Let the tuple (X 1 , X 2 ,..., XF) represent F features comprising an input X, where
each Xi takes values from a finite set Vi. We write (X, Y) to denote a labelled set of
features, where Y E L is a label. We will make an assumption of exchangeability; any
permutation of the data has the same probability. This is a common assumption in the
classification setting, that states that it is the value of the inputs and outputs that determine
the probability assignment and not their order. Consider U data sets, each composed of
N feature/label pairs. Simply speaking, each data set is defined over the same input
space. It should be stressed, however, that, while each dataset is assumed to be identically
distributed, we do not assume that the collection of datasets are identically distributed. We
will associate each data set with a particular user. Therefore, we will write D",j = (X, Y)i
and D, = (Ds,, D,, 2 , ... , DU,NU) to indicate the N, labelled features associated with the
u-th user. Then D is the entire collection of data across all users, and Duj = (Xu,j, Yu,) is
the j-th data point for the u-th user.
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(a) (b)
Y y
N
Figure 2-1: (a) A graphical model representing that the features X are conditionally inde-
pendent given the label, Y. (b) We can represent the replication of conditional independence
across many variables by using plates.
2.1 Naive Bayes models
Under the Naive Bayes assumption, the marginal distribution for j-th labelled input for the
u-th user is
F
P(Du,j) = P(Xu,,Y = P(Yu,,) H P(Xu,j,fIYu,j). (2.1)
f=1
This marginal distribution is depicted graphically in Figure 2-1. Recall that each label and
feature is drawn from a finite set. Therefore, the conditional distribution, P(Xu,j,fIYU,j),
associated with the feature/label pair y/f is completely determined by the collection of
probabilities 0 u,y,f {Ou,y,f,x : x E Vf}, where
9 uy,f,x L Pr {Xu,f = x1Y = y}. (2.2)
To define a distribution, the probabilities for each value of the feature Xf must sum to
one. Specifically, EZXEVf Ou,y,f,x = 1. Therefore, every feature-label pair is associated with
a distribution. We write 6 to denote the set of all conditional probability distributions that
parameterize the model. Similarly, the marginal P(Yu) is completely determined by the
probabilities Ou O{,y : y E L}, where
ouy L Pr {Yu = y}. (2.3)
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Again, Eycc Ou,y = 1. We will let 0 denote the collection of marginal probability distri-
butions that parameterize the model. Note that each dataset is parameterized separately
and, therefore, we have so far not constrained the distributions in any way. We can now
write the general form of the Naive Bayes model of the data:
U
P(DO, 4) =7 P(DuI|O, OU) (2.4)
u=1
U Nu
1P1 P(Du,IOu, Ou) (2.5)
u=1 n=1
U N, F
= 1 17P(Y,n1Ou,y) Jj P(Xu,n,f Yu,y, Ou,y,f) (2.6)
u=1 n=1 f=1
U F
mu~y ou,y,f,
u=1 yEL f=1 xEVf
where me,, is the number of data points labeled y E C in the data set associated with the
u-th user and nu,,,f,x is the number of instances in the u-th dataset where feature f takes
the value x E Vf when its parent label takes value y E L. In (2.4), P(D 9, 0) is expanded
into a product of terms, one for each dataset, reflecting that the datasets are independent
conditioned on the parameterization. Equation (2.5) makes use of the exchangeability
assumption; specifically, the label/feature pairs are independent of one another given the
parameterization. In Equation (2.6), we have made use of the Naive Bayes assumption.
Finally, in (2.7), we have used the fact that the distributions are multinomials.
To maximize P(D 6, 0) with respect to 6, 4, we choose
OUY = MU'y (2.8)
and
6 u,y,f, = uyfx (2.9)
Zfx YxCVf lu,,y,f,x
Because each dataset is parameterized separately, it is no surprise that the maximum like-
lihood parameterization for each data set depends only on the data in that data set. In
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order to induce sharing, it is clear that we must somehow constrain the parameterization
across users. In the Bayesian setting, the prior distribution P(9, 0) can be used to enforce
such constraints. Given a prior, the resulting joint distribution is
P(D) = P(D1, 4) dP(, 4). (2.10)
Each of the models introduced in this chapter are completely specified by particular prior
distributions over the parameterization of the Naive Bayes model. As we will see, different
priors result in different types of sharing.
2.2 No-Sharing Baseline Model
We have already seen that a ML parameterization of the Naive Bayes model ignores related
data sets. In the Bayesian setting, any prior over the entire set of parameters that factors
into distributions for each user's parameters will result in no sharing. In particular,
U
P(O, 0) = 17 P(Ouq O), (2.11)
u=1
is equivalent to the statement that the parameters for each user are independent of the
parameters for other users. Under this assumption of independence, training the entire
collection of models is identical to training each model separately on its own dataset. We
therefore call this model the no-sharing model.
Having specified that the prior factors into parameter distributions for each user, we
must specify the actual parameter distributions for each user. A reasonable (and tractable)
class of distributions over multinomial parameters are the Dirichlet distributions which are
conjugate to the multinomials. Therefore, the distribution over qu, which takes values in
the LC-simplex, is
P(4U) = 42" . (2.12)
RV[ I'(es,y) Y'
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Similarly, the distribution over 0 uyf, which takes values in Vf f-simplex, is
F(Zxevf /3u,y,f)x) 17 1uyfxlP(Of) = EV (uyfx) 1 uyfx (2.13)
rlx~fr(3uy~~xXEVf
We can write the resulting model compactly as a generative process: 1
OU ~ Dirichlet({a,y : y E L}) (2.14)
Yu, I Ou ~ Discrete(ou) (2.15)
Ou,u,f ~ Dirichlet({#u,,,j,x : x E Vf} (2.16)
X f I Yun, {Ou,y,f : Vy E Y} ~ Discrete(6u,(yfl),f) (2.17)
The No-Sharing model will function as a baseline against which we can compare alternative
models that induce sharing.
2.3 Complete-Sharing Model
The Complete-Sharing model groups all the users' data together, learning a single model.
We can express this constraint via a prior P(O, 0) by assigning zero probability if 9 u,y,f $
Gu',,f for any u, u' (and similarly for Ou,y). This forces the users to share the same param-
eterization. It is instructive to compare the graphical models for the baseline No-Sharing
model (Figure 2-2) and the Complete-Sharing model (Figures 2-3). As in the No-Sharing
model, each parameter will be drawn independently from a Dirichlet distribution. However,
while each user had its own set of parameters in the No-Sharing model, all users share the
same parameters in the Complete-Sharing model. Therefore, the prior probability of the
complete parameterization is
F
P(6, 0) = P(#) ]J JJ P(OV), (2.18)
f=1 yEL
'The ~ symbol denotes that the variable to the left is distributed according to the distribution specified
on the right. It should be noted that the Dirichlet distribution requires an ordered set of parameters while
the definitions we specify provide an unordered set. To solve this, we define an arbitrary ordering of the
elements of L and Vf. We can then consider the elements of these sets as index variables when necessary.
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Figure 2-2: No-Sharing Graphical Model: Each
ization.
X~if
X 5f
F
Nu
U
model for each user has its own parameter-
yf
12fF
Figure 2-3: Graphical Model for Complete-Sharing model - The prior distribution over
parameters constrains all users to have the same parameters.
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Ybj
F
Y E Ouyf
U
where
F(Zyc y) f cqyf-v (2.19)
H~~F~cy) EL
and
_( r(ZXEvf /3 YJfX) 913-_1 (.0
P(OY,f) =J(fy,f,x . (2.20)
Again, we can represent the model compactly by specifying the generative process (c.f.
(2.14)):
0 ~ Dirichlet({a., y E G}) (2.21)
Y,,I 1 ~ Discrete() (2.22)
6y,f ~ Dirichlet({y,f,x : x E Vf}) (2.23)
XUn,f | Y,n, {6yj : Vy E Y} - Discrete(6(yud),f) (2.24)
While the baseline model totally ignores other datasets when fitting its parameters, this
model tries to find a single parameterization that fits all the data well. If the data are
unrelated, then the resulting parameterization may describe none of individual data sets
accurately. In some settings, this model of sharing is appropriate. For example, for a group
of individuals who agree what constitutes spam, pooling their data would likely improve
the performance of the resulting classifier. However, in situations where we do not know
a priori whether the data sets are related, we need a more sophisticated model of sharing.
2.4 Prototype Model
Instead of assuming that every dataset is distributed identically, we can relax this assump-
tion by assuming that there exists a prototypical distribution and that each data set is
generated by a distribution that is a noisy copy of this prototype distribution. To model
this idea, we might assume that every user's parameterization is drawn from a common
unimodal parameter distribution shared between all users. Consider the following noise
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Figure 2-4: Prototype Model
model: For all features f and labels y, we define a prototype parameter
Oy,f = {Oy,f,x : x E Vf }, (2.25)
and a strength parameter K,f > 0. Then, each parameter 9 u,,f is drawn according to
a Dirichlet distribution with parameters Oy,f,x * Kyf. I will refer to this distribution over
the simplex as the noisy Dirichlet. As Kyf grows, the noisy Dirichlet density assigns
most of its mass to a ball around the prototype #yj. Figure 2-5 depicts some samples
from this noise model.2 One question is whether to share the parameterization for the
marginal distribution, <$. Because we are most interested in transferring knowledge about
the relationship between the features and the label, I have decided not to share the marginal.
2An alternative distribution over the simplex that has a larger literature is the logistic normal distribution
(Aitchison, 1982). The noisy Dirichlet has reasonable properties when K is large. However, for K < 1, the
distribution becomes multimodal, concentrated on the extreme points of the simplex.
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Figure 2-5: Noise Model Samples: The following diagrams each contain 1000 samples from
the noisy Dirichlet distribution over the 3-simplex with prototype parameter 9 = { , , .}}
and strength parameter K={100, 10, 3,0.5, 0.1, 0.01}. When the value of K drops below the
point at which KG has components less than 1 (in this diagram, K = 3), the distribution
becomes multimodal, with most of its mass around the extreme points.
We can write the corresponding model as a generative process
Uj, Dirichlet({3vfx : x E Vf}) (2.26)
Kf r(-Y1,72) (2.27)
OU ~ Dirichlet({au,V : y E LC}) (2.28)
Yu,r I bU
uy,f
XUn,f I Yu,n, {9 u,yf : Vy E Y}
~ Discrete(OU)
~ Dirichlet(Kyf #y,f)
~ Discrete(O , ,n),f )
If the parameterizations of each of the data sets are nearly identical, then a fitted
unimodal noise model will be able to predict parameter values for users when there is
insufficient data. However, this model of sharing is brittle: Consider two groups of data
sets where each group is identically distributed, but the parameterizations of the two groups
are very different. Presented with this dataset, the strength parameter K will be forced
to zero in order to model the two different parameterizations. As a result, no sharing
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Figure 2-6: (a) The parameters of the Clustered Naive Bayes model are drawn from a
Dirichlet Process. (b) In Chinese Restaurant Process representation, each user u is associ-
ated with a "table" zu, which indexes an infinite vector of parameters drawn i.i.d. from the
base distribution.
will occur. Because the unimodal nature of the prior seems to be the root cause of this
brittleness, a natural step is to consider multimodal prior distributions.
2.5 The Clustered Naive Bayes Model
A more plausible assumption about a group of related data sets is that some partition exists
where each subset is identically distributed. We can model this idea by making the prior
distribution over the parameters a mixture model. Consider a partitioning of a collection of
datasets into groups. Each group will be associated with a particular parameterization of
a Naive Bayes model. Immediately, several modelling questions arise. First and foremost,
how many groups are there? It seems reasonable that, as we consider additional data sets,
we should expect the number of groups to grow. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to
choose a prior distribution over the number of groups that was independent of the number
of datasets. A stochastic process that has been used successfully in many recent papers
to model exactly this type of intuition is the Dirichlet Process. In order to describe this
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process, I will first describe a related stochastic process, the Chinese Restaurant Process.
The Chinese Restaurant Process (or CRP) is a stochastic process that induces distribu-
tions over partitions of objects (Aldous, 1985). The following metaphor was used to describe
the process: Imagine a restaurant with an infinite number of indistinguishable tables. The
first customer sits at an arbitrary empty table. Subsequent customers sit at an occupied
table with probability proportional to the number of customers already seated at that table
and sit at an arbitrary, new table with probability proportional to a parameter a > 0 (see
Figure 2.5). The resulting seating chart partitions the customers. It can be shown that, in
expectation, the number of occupied tables after n customers is E(log n) (Navarro et al.,
2006; Antoniak, 1974).
To connect the CRP with the Dirichlet Process, consider this simple extension. Imagine
that when a new user enters the restaurant and sits at a new table, they draw a complete
parameterization of their Naive Bayes model from some base distribution. This parameter-
ization is then associated with their table. If a user sits at an occupied table, they adopt
the parameterization already associated with the table. Therefore, everyone at the same
table uses the same rules for predicting.
This generative process is known as the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model and has been
used very successfully to model latent groups. The Dirichlet process has two parameters, a
mixing parameter a, which corresponds to the same parameter of the CRP, and a base dis-
tribution, from which the parameters are drawn at each new table. It is important to specify
that we draw a complete parameterization of all the feature distributions, OV,f, at each ta-
ble. As in the prototype model, I have decided not to share the marginal distributions, <,
because we are most interested in knowledge relating features and labels.
It is important to note that we could have easily defined a separate generative process for
each conditional distribution 01,f. Instead, we have opted to draw a complete parameteriza-
tion. If we were to share each conditional distribution separately, we would be sharing data
in hopes of better predicting a distribution over the JVf -simplex. However, the cardinality
of each set Vf is usually small. In order to benefit from the sharing, we must gain a sig-
nificant amount of predictive capability when we discover the underlying structure. I have
found through empirical experimentation that, if we share knowledge only between single
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Figure 2-7: This figure illustrates the Chinese Restaurant Process. After the first customer
sits at an arbitrary table, the next customer sits at the same table with probability 11,
and a new table with probability 1.. In general, a customer sits a table with probability
proportional to the number of customers already seated at the table. A customer sits at an
arbitrary new table with probability proportional to a. In the diagram above, solid circles
represent occupied tables while dashed circles represent unoccupied circles. Note that there
are an infinite number of unoccupied tables, which is represented by the gray regions. The
fractions in a table represents the probability that the next customer sits at that table.
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features, it is almost always the case that, by the time we have enough data to discover a
relationships, we have more than enough data to get good performance without sharing. As
a result, we make a strong assumption about sharing in order to benefit from discovering
the structure; when people agree about one feature distribution, they are likely to agree
about all feature distributions. Therefore, at each table, a complete parameterization of the
feature distributions is drawn. The base distribution is the same joint distribution used in
the other two models. Specifically, each user's parameterization is drawn from a product of
independent Dirichlet distributions for each feature-label pair.
Again, we can represent the model compactly by specifying the generative process:
0, ~ Dirichlet({aU,Y : y E L}) (2.32)
Y,, ~ Discrete(ou) (2.33)
F
=(6uyf)EU ,...,F ~ DP(a, 1 ] Dirichlet({ y,f,x : x E Vf}) (2.34)
f=1 yEL
XU,nf I Y u ,n, { O,,,f : Vy E Y} ~ Discrete(6(uyu,),f) (2.35)
Because the parameters are being clustered, I have named this model the Clustered Naive
Bayes model. Bayesian inference under this generative model requires that we marginalize
over the parameters and clusters. Because we have chosen conjugate priors, the base distri-
bution can be analytically marginalized. However, as the number of partitions is large even
for our small dataset, we cannot perform exact inference. Instead, we will build a Gibbs
sampler to produce samples from the posterior distribution. See Appendix A for details.
In the following chapter I define the meeting acceptance task and justify two metrics that
I will use to evaluate the CNB model.
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Chapter 3
The Meeting Task and Metrics
In the meeting acceptance task, we aim to predict whether a user would accept or reject an
unseen meeting request based on a learned model of the user's behavior. Specifically, we are
given unlabeled meeting requests and asked to predict the missing labels, having observed
the true labels of several meeting requests. While we need training data to learn the
preferences of a user, we cannot expect the user to provide enough data to get the accuracy
we desire; if we were to require extensive training, we would undermine the usefulness of
the system. In this way, the meeting task can benefit from transfer learning techniques.
The success of collaborative spam filters used by email services like Yahoo Mail and
Google's GMail suggests that a similar "collaborative" approach might solve this problem.
All users enjoy accurate spam filtering even if most users never label their own mail, because
the system uses everyone's email to make decisions for each user. This is, however, not as
simple as building a single spam filter by collapsing everyone's mail into a undifferentiated
collection; the latter approach only works when all users roughly agree on the definition of
spam. When the preferences of the users are heterogeneous, we must selectively use other
users' data to improve classification performance.
Using the metaphor of collaborative spam filtering, meeting requests are email messages
to be filtered (i.e. accepted or rejected). Ideally, the data (i.e. past behavior) of "related"
users can be used to improve the accuracy of predictions.
A central question of this thesis is whether the type of sharing that the CNB model
supports is useful in solving real world problems. The meeting acceptance task is a natural
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candidate for testing the CNB model. In this chapter I describe the meeting acceptance
task in detail and justify two metrics that I will use to evaluate the models on this task.
3.1 Meeting Task Definition
In order to make the meeting task a well-defined classification task, we must specify our
preferences with respect to classification errors by specifying a loss function.1 However,
it is easy to imagine that different users would assign different loss values to prediction
errors. For example, some users may never want the system to reject a meeting they would
have accepted while others may be more willing to let the system make its best guess. As
I argued in the introduction, when there is no single loss function that encompasses the
intended use of a classifier, we should instead model the data probabilistically.
Therefore, our goal is to build a probabilistic model of the relationship between meeting
requests and accept/reject decisions that integrates related data from other users. Given
an arbitrary loss function and a candidate, probabilistic model, we will build a classifier in
the obvious way:
1. Calculate the posterior probability of each missing label conditioned on both labelled
and unlabeled meeting requests.
2. For each unlabeled meeting request, choose the label that minimizes the expected loss
with respect to the posterior distribution over the label.
There are two things to note about this definition. First, our goal is to produce marginal
distributions over each missing label, not joint distributions over all missing labels. This
follows from the additivity of our loss function. Second, we are conditioning on all labelled
meeting requests as well as on unlabeled meeting requests; it is possible that knowledge
about pending requests could influence our decisions and, therefore, we will not presume
otherwise. It is important to note that each request is accepted or rejected based on the
state of the calendar at the time of the request (as if it were the only meeting request).
As a result, the system will not correctly handle two simultaneous requests for the same
'We restrict our attention to additive loss; i.e. if we make k predictions, the total loss is the sum of the
individual losses.
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time slot. However, we can avoid this problem by handling such requests in the order they
arrive.
3.1.1 Meeting Representation
In this thesis, I use a pre-existing formulation of the meeting acceptance task developed by
Zvika Marx and Michael Rosenstein for the CALO Darpa project. To simplify the modelling
process, they chose to represent each meeting request by a small set of features that describe
aspects of the meeting, its attendees, their inter-relationships and the state of the user's
calendar. The representation they have chosen implicitly encodes certain prior knowledge
they have about meeting requests. For instance, they have chosen to encode the state of
the users' calendar by the free time bordering the meeting request and a binary feature
indicating whether the requested time is unallocated.2 The use of relative, as opposed to
absolute, descriptions of the state of a meeting request imposes assumptions that they,
as modelers, have made about how different meeting requests are, in fact, similar. See
Appendix B for a list of the features used to represent each meeting request and Figure 3-1
for a description of the input space.
3.1.2 Dataset specification
A meeting request is labelled if the user has chosen whether to accept or reject the meet-
ing. In the meeting acceptance task, there are U users, U e {1, 2,... }. For each user
there is a collection of meeting requests, some of which are labelled. Consider the u-th
user, u E {1, 2,. . . , U}. Let N c {, 1,... } denote the total number of meeting re-
quests for that user and let Mu E {0, 1,... , N} denote the number of these requests
that are labelled. Then XU A (Xu,1 , Xu,2 ,..., Xu,MJ) denotes this user's labelled meeting
requests and Xu- ' (Xu,Mj+1,. , Xu,Nj) denotes the unlabeled meeting requests, where
2A fair question to ask is whether the features I have chosen to use can be automatically extracted from
raw data. If not, then the system is not truly autonomous. Most of the features I inherited from the
CALO formulation can be extracted automatically from meeting requests served by programs like Microsoft
Outlook. Others, like the feature that indicates whether the requester is the user's supervisor, rely upon
the knowledge of the social hierarchy in which the user is operating (i.e. the organizational chart in a
company, chain of command in the military, etc). Fortunately, this type of knowledge remains relatively
fixed. Alternatively, it could be learned in an unsupervised manner. Other features, e.g. the feature that
describes the importance of the meeting topic from the user's perspective, would need to be provided by the
user or learned by another system.
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Figure 3-1: A representation of a meeting task data set.
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each Xu,= (Xuj,1, Xu,j,2, - - -, Xu,J,F) is a vector composed of F features, the i-th feature,
i E {0, 1 . F}, taking values from the finite set Vi. Together, the concatenation of XUj
and Xu- is written Xu, denoting the entire collection of meeting requests. Similarly, let
Yu+ A (Y, Yu, 2 ,... ,Yu,M) denote the labels for the Mu labelled meeting requests. We
will write Y- to denote the Nu - Mu unknown labels labels corresponding to XU. Each
Yu,i E {accept,reject} = 1,O}. For j E {,2,... , Mu}, Du = (Xu,j, Yu,) denotes the
features and label pair of the j-th labelled meeting request. Then, D+ A (Xl, Y+) the
set of all labelled meeting requests for the u-th user. By omitting the subscript indicating
the user, D+ represents the entire collection labelled meeting requests across all users. The
same holds for X- and Y-.
Having defined the meeting acceptance task, we now turn to specifying how we will
evaluate candidate models.
3.2 Evaluating probabilistic models on data
Each of the models I evaluate are defined by a prior distribution P(O) over a common, pa-
rameterized family of distributions P(DJe). From a Bayesian machine learning perspective,
the prior defines the hypothesis space by its support (i.e. regions of positive probability)
and our inductive bias as to which models to prefer a priori.3 After making some observa-
tions, D, new predictions are formed by averaging the predictions of each model according
to its posterior probability, P(OID).
In the classification setting, the goal is to produce optimal label assignments. However,
without a particular loss function in mind, we must justify another metric by which to
evaluate candidate models. Since the true distribution has the property that it can perform
optimally with respect to any loss function, in some sense we want to choose metrics that
result in distributions that are "close" to the true distribution.
In this thesis, I use two approaches to evaluate proposed models, both of which can be
3 In the non-Bayesian setting, priors are used to mix predictions from the various models in a family.
After data is observed, the prior is updated by Bayes rule, just as in the Bayesian case. This "mixture
approach" was first developed in the information theory community and shown to be optimal in various
ways with respect to the self-information loss, or log-loss, as its known in the machine learning community.
Consequently, the log-loss plays a special role in Bayesian analysis for model averaging and selection.
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actual label
yes no
predicted yes true positive (tp) false positive (fp)
label no false negative (fn) true negative (tn)
Table 3.1: Confusion Matrix: A confusion matrix details the losses associated each of the
four possibilities when performing binary classification. The optimal decision is only a
function of A 1 = fp - tin and AO = f n - tp.
understood as empirical evaluations of two distinct classes of loss functions. The first class
of loss functions evaluates label assignments, while the second class evaluates probability
assignments. From the first class, I have chosen a range of asymmetric loss functions as
well as the the symmetric 0-1 loss, which measures the frequency with which the most
probable label under the model is the true label. From the second class, I have chosen the
marginal likelihood (or log-loss, or self-information loss), which can be shown to favor models
that are close to the "true" distribution (where distance is measured in relative entropy).
Furthermore, I will show that the log-loss plays a central role in combining predictions from
several models in a principled fashion.
3.2.1 Loss Functions on Label Assignments
When a probabilistic model is built for a classification setting, it is common for the model
to be evaluated using a loss function representative of the intended domain. The symmetric
0-1 loss is a common proxy, and optimal decisions under this loss correspond to choosing
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) label assignment. For this reason, the resulting classifier
is sometimes referred to as the minimum-probability-of-error estimator. Intuitively, if the
most probable label according to the model is often the true label, then the model is deemed
a good fit. However, this intuition can be misleading.
Consider the following simple example involving a Bernoulli random variable X taking
values in {0, 1}. Let us consider a set of models P, where each member p E P is a Bernoulli
random variable with probability p. We will evaluate these models by computing their
expected loss with respect to the true distribution, Pr[X = 1] = q. As we will see, the
resulting model choices can be counter-intuitive.
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Figure 3-2: (a) Every loss function, (Ao, A1 ), induces a probability threshold, below which
models predict X = 0 and above which models predict X = 1. (b) Two thresholds, C1 and
C2, divide the space. The side of each threshold on which q lies defines the optimal decision
for that threshold. Therefore, loss functions corresponding with the C1 threshold will prefer
the pl model while those corresponding to C2 will prefer the P2 model.
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Let A1 > 0 be the difference in loss between a false positive and true negative and
AO > 0 be the difference in loss between a false negative and true positive (see Table 3.1).
It then follows that the optimal decision for a model p e P is to predict X = 1 if
P > A , (3.1)
IAO + A,1
and X = 0 otherwise. Therefore, every loss function defines a probability threshold between
0 and 1, below which all models always predict X = 0 and above which all models predict
X 1. If the true probability q lies below the threshold, then the optimal decision is
X = 0, and vice versa (see Figure 3-2a). However, all models that lie on the same side
of the threshold will exhibit identical behavior and therefore, will be indistinguishable. In
addition, it is obvious that, given any two models P1, P2 satisfying pi < q < P2, there exists
a pair of loss functions (specifically, thresholds) C1 and C2 such that, upon evaluation, C1
prefers p, and C2 prefers P2, regardless of how close either P1, P2 is to the true probability q
(see Figure 3-2b). For example, consider the concrete setting where q = 0.51, p1 = 0.49 and
P2 = 1.0. Then our intuition tells us to prefer pi but a symmetric loss function (A 1 = AO)
will actually prefer the second model. If we shift the threshold beyond 0.51, then the first
model is preferred.
The above example, while contrived, demonstrates an important point: optimizing for
one type of loss function can result in model choices that conflict with common-sense in-
tuitions about what constitutes a "good" fit. The above example, however, does suggest
that it might be possible to use multiple loss functions to separate out the best model. Un-
fortunately, as we consider more complex modelling situations, it will become increasingly
difficult to design loss functions that will reveal which model should be preferred. Despite
its drawback, this approach does result in easy-to-interpret values (e.g. percentage correct
on a classification dataset), possibly explaining its widespread use. Besides its intuitive-
ness, I have chosen to use this metric because it is a common metric in the classification
literature. In addition, I will evaluate not only the symmetric loss function but a range of
asymmetric loss functions in the hope of highlighting any differences between the models.
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3.2.2 Loss Functions on Probability Assignments
The second approach I use in this thesis prefers models that assign higher likelihood to the
data. By Gibbs inequality, the model q that maximizes the expected log-likelihood of data
generated by some unknown distribution p,
Ep [log q~),(3.2)
is precisely q = p. This suggests that we evaluate the empirical log-loss of each of our
candidate models. Choosing the best one corresponds to choosing the distribution that
minimizes the relative entropy to the true distribution.
Despite the apparent simplicity of this approach, there are many implementation issues
in practice. First and foremost, we cannot evaluate the expectation (3.2) because we do
not know the true distribution p. Therefore, we instead calculate the empirical log-loss on
the available dataset. The specifics of how we calculate the log-loss depends, at the very
least, on how we intend to use the model class on future data. Each of the model classes we
are evaluating is a parameterized family of distributions, P(DJe), with a prior distribution
P(1), where predictions are made by performing full Bayesian inference. If we imagine that
after every prediction we will receive feedback as to whether the correct decision was made,
then the appropriate log-loss metric is the marginal likelihood, P(D) = f P(D; e)P(O) d1.
To see this, note that if D = (D1, D2,..., DpNr), then we can write
P(D) = P(D1 ) P(D2|D1 ) P(D3 ID1, D2 ) -- . (3.3)
Often, this quantity is difficult to calculate as it involves a high-dimensional integral. How-
ever, we will employ stochastic Monte-Carlo techniques that allow us to estimate it efficiently
(Neal, 1993).
In the Bayesian setting, we can think about the question of future performance in a
fundamentally different way. Surprisingly, we will find that the marginal likelihood is once
again the metric of interest. Instead of choosing a model with which to make predictions,
we can combine the predictions of several models together. Intuitively, the more we trust a
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model (based upon its performance heretofore), the more weight we assign to its predictions.
Under consideration are a set of models H, for which we have prior knowledge in the form
of a prior P(H), H E X. After observing data D, the optimal Bayesian prediction averages
each classes' prediction according to its posterior probability, P(HID). By Bayes rule, the
posterior probability of a model is proportional to the model's prior probability and the
marginal likelihood of the data. Therefore,
P(HID) oc P(D|H) P(H). (3.4)
The marginal likelihood, P(D|H), is also known as the evidence.
In many classification tasks, we are required only to predict the label, Y, given full
knowledge of the features, X. Therefore, it is unnecessary to model the distribution of
features and we can instead focus on modelling the conditional distribution P(YIX). If we
use the marginal likelihood to compare models, we will penalize models that poorly predict
the features. If we are concerned only with the matching the conditional distribution,
the hypotheses (models) we are considering should be independent of the features, i.e.
P(HIX) = P(H). This is known as the discriminative setting. The predictive distribution
of interest is P(YnIXn, D), where D = (Xi, Yi)'-' are observed (labelled) meeting requests,
X, is an unlabeled meeting request, and Y-, is the corresponding, but unknown, label.
If we are considering several models Hi E H, we will average according to the posterior
probability of the model given the value of the features.
P(YnJXn, D) = P(Hi, YnXn, D) (3.5)
oc EP(Yn|Xn, D, H) P(HilXn, D) (3.6)
OC P(Yn|Xn, D, Hj) P(Yi-1' X Ui_, , H) P(H IX) (3.8)
Typically P(Yn Xn, D, H) = P(Yn Xn, H), i.e., the label Y is independent of past labels
and features conditioned on Xn. When making new predictions, (3.8) illustrates that our
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a priori preference for a model and its conditional evidence, P(YIX, H) determines how
much we trust its predictions. For the models presented in this thesis, I will compute both
the marginal and conditional evidence. Having defined the meeting task and several metrics,
we now analyze actual results on the dataset.
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Chapter 4
Results
The usefulness of the type of sharing that the Clustered Naive Bayes supports can only
be assessed on real data sets. To that end, we collected a datasets of roughly 180 meeting
requests from 21 users across multiple universities, one company and a military training
exercise, for a total of about 4000 data points. The clustered model was evaluated on
this dataset using the metrics I justified in Chapter 3.2. As a baseline, we compared the
performance of the clustered model to the no-sharing and complete-sharing models.
What we find is very interesting. As suggested by theoretical results that provide bounds
on the generalization performance of Naive Bayes (Domingos and Pazzani, 1997), the Clus-
tered variant does not perform significantly better than the standard Naive Bayes classi-
fier when evaluated by 0-1 loss. However, as the loss function is made asymmetric, CNB
significantly outperforms the standard Naive Bayes model. After comparing the models
empirically with respect to the log loss metric (marginal likelihood ratio, Bayes factor), we
see why the Clustered Naive Bayes model performing better over the range of loss functions;
it apparently does a much better job modelling the data.
4.1 No-Sharing Model
If we train a separate Naive Bayes model on each data set, then we have already shown
that no transfer learning can possibly occur. Therefore, the standard Naive Bayes classifier
provides a useful baseline against which we can compare the performance of our model of
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Figure 4-1: Learning curves for all users under the Naive Bayes classifier with 0-1 loss. The
y-axis of each graph represents the size of the data set on which the classifier is trained
before it is asked to make a small set of predictions. As we move to the right in each graph,
more of the data for that user is provided as training. At the far left only 10 data points
comprise the training set. At the far right of each graph all but a single point comprise
the training set. The vertical axis plots the predictive accuracy from 0% to 100% (each
tick marks 10%). Each graph is labelled with an ID number representing the user as well
as the performance on the final, leave-one-out trial. Error bars represent the variance of
the maximum-likelihood estimator for the 0-1 loss (i.e. we treat each trial as learning a
probability).
sharing.
The baseline model was evaluated by performing leave-n-out cross-validation trials, for
n takes values between 1 and 98% of the size of each dataset, in 50 equal steps. For each
trial, we trained on a random set of the data and calculated the 0-1 loss associated with
predictions on held out data. Results were averaged over ten repetitions. The result of
these trials for all 21 users appears as Figure 4-1.
Inspecting Figure 4-1 we see that, for several users, the model correctly predicts 80%
of the decisions on held-out data. However, the model performs very poorly on other users
providing performance near and below chance (50%). That some models perform worse
as they get more data suggests that the Naive Bayes model assumption is violated, as we
expected it would be.
In order to visualize what the Naive Bayes classifier has learned, we can inspect the
MAP estimates of the parameters for all the features. Recall that, under the discriminative
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Figure 4-2: Under the discriminative hypothesis space of the Naive Bayes model, the ratio of
probability assigned to each feature under both labels is a sufficient statistic for predicting
the label. The following 15 graphs correspond to the 15 features in the Meeting Task. Each
graph is composed of pairs of log probability ratios, one pair for each value that the feature
can take. The left bar of each pair is the probability ratio of the model for User #1 (which
performs poorly). The right bar of each pair is associated with the model for User #12
(which performs well). Probabilities correspond to a MAP parameterization. Positive ratios
favor acceptance while negative ratios favor rejection. Note that the scale of the vertical
axis differs between the graphs (apologies to Tufte).
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hypothesis space implicit in the Naive Bayes model, knowing the ratio of the probability
of each feature under both labels is a sufficient for predicting the label. In Figure 4-2, we
have plotted the log ratios for each feature using the MAP parameterization for the 1st
and 12th user. Users 1 and 12 represent the two extremes of performance (78% and 40%).1
Log ratios close to 0 correspond to features that do not provide discriminatory power under
this model. Large negative and positive log ratios, however, dramatically favor one of the
hypothesis. The model learned for the first user ignores the features describing (i) how
recently he and the requester met, (ii) how soon the meeting is, (iii) whether there is a
conflict, (iv) the frequency of a conflict if there is one and (v) the location of the meeting.
In contrast (i) the importance of the topic, and (ii) how busy the day have a large effect on
the resulting label.
The model learned for the 12th user, which performed below chance, places more weight
on (i) the rank of the user requesting the meeting, (ii) whether there is a conflict and (iii)
the location of the meeting. The model differs dramatically from the model learned for
the 1st user. Interestingly, if we apply the model learned for the 1st user to the 12th user,
performance increases to 76%, out-predicting the model learned on all but one of the 12th
user's data. Again, this suggests that either the Naive Bayes model is a mismatch or that
the data for the 12th user is, in some way, unrepresentative. As we will see, performance
for the 12th user improves under the Clustered Naive Bayes, where the 12th user is grouped
with two other users.
4.2 Complete-Sharing Model
In some individual cases, predictive performance is not improved by more data, suggesting
that the model is flawed. However, on average, as the number of training data grows the
accuracy improves. In particular, predicting for the 12th user using training data from the
first user improved performance. Perhaps everyone is making identical decisions?
As a first cut, we can assess the hypothesis that all the users are identically distributed
'Obviously the decisions made by the 12th model could be inverted to achieve a 60% rate which is
higher than several other models. Regardless, we will analyze what assumptions this model is making as it
represents the worst performance.
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Figure 4-3: Learning curves for all users under the Naive Bayes classifier with 0-1 loss when
trained on data from all users. The y-axis of each graph represents the size of the data set
on which the classifier is trained before it is asked to make a small set of predictions. As
we move to the right in each graph, more of data from all users is provided as training. At
the far left 10 data points from each user comprise the training set. At the far right of each
graph all but a single data point from each user comprise the training set. The vertical
axis plots the predictive accuracy from 0% to 100% (each tick marks 10%). Each graph is
labelled with an ID number representing the user as well as the performance on the final,
leave-one-out trial. Error bars represent the variance of the maximum-likelihood estimator
for the 0-1 loss (i.e. we treat each trial as learning a probability).
according to some Naive Bayes model. The Complete-Sharing model encapsulates this idea
(see Section 2.3). Figure 4-3 contains results from a cross-validation experiment where a
single classifier is trained on progressively larger subsets of the entire data set (c.f. Figure 4-
1). Again, the effect of more data has detrimental effects on the model prediction accuracy
for some users. Figure 4-4 directly compares the two models by assessing leave-one-out cross-
validation error under 0-1 loss. In this experiment, no-sharing significantly outperformed
complete sharing.
Given the no-sharing and complete-sharing models, we can ask which is favored by
the data. A quick glance at both models reveals that the no-sharing model has U times as
many parameters as the complete-sharing model, where U is the number of users. It is clear
that the maximum-likelihood parameterization of the no-sharing model will assign higher
likelihood to the data than the complete-sharing model can. However, in the Bayesian
framework, models are compared by marginalizing over their parameters to compute the
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of leave-one-out prediction error for the no-sharing and complete-
sharing models under 0-1 loss. No-sharing outperforms complete-sharing on almost all
users. The line represents the performance of the classifier that predicts solely on the basis
of the marginal probability of the label, ignoring the features entirely. That both models
often perform worse than this simple strategy suggests that the Naive Bayes assumption is
violated and affecting classification accuracy.
marginal likelihood of the data. Combined with prior distributions over the models, we can
compute the posterior probability for both model. In this setting, large model classes are
penalized for their complexity.
To determine which model's predictions we should prefer, we will compute the ratio of
posterior probability of each model conditioned on our data D A {Yd, , Xd,,}. Let HNS
represent the model assumptions of the no-sharing model and HCS represent the model
assumptions of the complete-sharing model. Then,
P(HNSID) P(HNS)P(DIHNS) (4.1)
P(HcsID) P(Hcs)P(DHcs)
For the moment let us concentrate on the ratio of marginal likelihoods. 2 Once we calculate
this ratio exactly, it will be clear that our prior knowledge regarding the two hypotheses
2 We will also refer to the marginal likelihood as the evidence.
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would be unlikely to affect our posterior beliefs qualitatively (see Appendix A.2 for marginal
likelihood equations).
The marginal likelihood under the complete-sharing model, HCS, can be easily calcu-
lated by treating all data as if it belonged to a single user. Using the meeting acceptance
task data, we find that the log ratio of the marginal likelihoods is:
log P(DIHNS) 4 2126 x 1 + 7.3044 x 104 = 1.0918 X 104  (4.2)
P(D|Hcs)
Therefore, the data alone favor the no-sharing model to the complete-sharing model by a
factor of more than e 10000 : 1. Therefore, in light of this likelihood ratio, our prior knowledge
concerning the two hypotheses is largely irrelevant; no-sharing is massively preferred by the
data. As we might expect from a large group of users, their distributions over meeting
requests and decisions are not identical.
In the meeting acceptance task, we are always provided the entire set of feature values
and asked to produce a decision (the label). In Section 3.2.2, this is described as a situation
where the discriminative approach to classification can be better suited than the generative
approach. In a discriminative setting, our hypotheses do not model the features. Therefore
models are compared by the likelihood they assign to the labels conditioned on the features
(i.e. the conditional evidence). In most discriminative settings, the model is a (parame-
terized) family of conditional distributions P(Y IX, 9, H) of labels given features. In order
to compute the conditional evidence, it is necessary to marginalize over the parameters.
Because, the features are independent of the parameters, the conditional can be written
P(Y|X, H) = P(Y|X,0, H)P(OIH). (4.3)
In order to compute the conditional evidence we must rewrite (4.3) in terms of distributions
that define the Naive Bayes model. Applying the product rule to P(Y|X, H),
P(Y|X,H) P(Y, XH) (4.4)
P(XIH)
P(Y, XH)
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we see that, because our model is generative in nature, P(Y|X, H) is a function of P(XIH).
While we have an efficient way to calculate the numerator (see Appendix (A.2)), the de-
nominator requires that we marginalize over Y. The meeting acceptance task has roughly
4000 data points. Therefore, a brute force approach to calculating the denominator term
would require 24000 computations. 3 Instead of computing this quantity exactly, we will
approximate it using Monte Carlo methods (Neal, 1993).
Note that P(XIH) is the normalizing constant for the posterior distribution of Y and 0
conditioned on X:
P(YOIX, H) =P(X, Y0, H) P(OIH) (4.6)
P(XIH)
We can use importance sampling techniques to estimate P(X) by building a sequence
of Markov chains whose invariant distributions converge to (4.6). We can then compute
P(Y|X) using Equation (4.4). See Section A.2 for the details of calculating normalizing
constants using importance sampling.
For our dataset, the ratio of conditional evidence for the no-sharing, HNS, and complete-
sharing, HCS, models is:
logP(YX, HNS) 1.4587 x 10 3  (4.7)
P(Y|X, Hcs)
Therefore, if we compare models only on their ability to discriminate, the no-sharing model
is still preferred, but by a smaller factor. Again our prior knowledge is largely irrelevant
since no-sharing is preferred more than e1400 : 1.
With less data we might expect the preference for the no-sharing models to be smaller.
Indeed this intuition is correct. Figure 4-5 contains a plot of the empirical average evidence
and conditional evidence ratios versus the size of a random subset of the data. On average,
as we get more data, the data prefer the no-sharing model.
In light of these results, it appears that there is strong evidence against complete sharing
between individuals. On the other hand, we have seen that in some cases, using data from
3The formula actually relies upon a set of sufficient statistics (in this case, counts). Therefore, fewer than
24000 computations are needed, but the number is still exponential in the number of data points.
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Figure 4-5: Average Evidence and Conditional Evidence Ratios for No-sharing and
Complete-sharing as a function of data set size. From both an evidence and conditional
evidence perspective, the no-sharing model is preferred when the entire data set is taken
into consideration. However, not until more than 100 data points have been witnessed does
the preference for the no-sharing model become overwhelmingly. With few data points, the
complete-sharing model is actually preferred by the evidence ratio.
other users actually improves classification performance. As a compromise we can inves-
tigate partial sharing. In particular, I have already argued that a reasonable assumption
about a collection of related data sets is that some grouping exists such that each group is
identically distributed. The Clustered Naive Bayes model is exactly the application of this
intuition to the standard Naive Bayes classifier.
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Figure 4-6: Log-plot of the Bell numbers (solid) and powers of 2 (dashed). The Bell
numbers grow super-exponentially and the nth Bell number is equivalent to the number of
unrestricted partitions of n objects.
4.3 Clustered Naive Bayes Model
We begin our comparison of the clustered and no-sharing model by computing the evidence
ratio as we did for the no-sharing and complete-sharing models. Unfortunately, computing
the evidence term is much more complicated in the clustered model than in the no-sharing
model. In particular, recall that the number of partitions of n objects follows the Bell
numbers which grow super-exponentially (see Figure 4-6). In particular, for n = 21 objects,
there are roughly 475 trillion distinct partitions. Therefore, we have no hope of calculating
the exact marginal likelihood for this model by brute force. In contrast, we can easily
obtain a lower bound on the evidence that will be sufficient to show that the clustered
model assigns higher marginal likelihood to the data than the no-sharing model.
In the clustered model, we have introduced a latent partition z, whose prior distribution
is governed by the CRP. By the total probability theorem, we can decompose the marginal
likelihood into the contributions of each partition averaged by their prior probabilities. For
n = 21 objects, the log probability of any partition generated by a CRP with parameter
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a < 1 is bounded below by
log Pr {z} log (4.8)1 + a 2 20+ 4.8a
log 2 0F() (4.9)
r(20 + a)
S20 log a + log F(a) - log F(20 + a). (4.10)
For our choice of a = 1, log Pr {z} > -43. (Note that a uniform prior over partitions of 21
objects would assign approximately -33.8 log probability to every partition.) Therefore,
for any partition z*,
log P(DlHc) = log P(Dlz, HC) P(zJHc) (4.11)
z
> log P(Djz = z*, Hc) + log P(z = z*IHc) (4.12)
> log P(DIz = z*, Hc) - 43. (4.13)
Therefore, we can lower bound the marginal likelihood of the data assigned by the clustered
model by finding a good partition. I performed a stochastic search over the space of par-
titions, keeping track of the partition that assigned the highest marginal likelihood to the
data. Based on the best partition found, it follows that
log P(D IHc) > -6.1719 x 104 - 43 > -6.1762 x 104. (4.14)
Therefore, the log likelihood ratio of the clustered and no-sharing models is
P(D|Hc)log P(DIHN) > -6.1762 x 104 + 6.2126 x 104 ~ 364. (4.15)
P(DIHNS)
Therefore, the clustered model is favored by a factor of at least e3 64 :1 over the no-sharing
model.
Having compared the models using their marginal likelihood, we return to classic metrics.
Figure 4-7 compares the leave-one-out cross-validation performance of the clustered model
against both the no-sharing and complete-sharing models. While the clustered model does
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Figure 4-7: Leave-one-out cross validation results for clustered, no-sharing and complete-
sharing models. The clustered model performs marginally better. Again, the solid line
indicates the expected performance of the simple strategy of predicting the most common
label for each user (i.e. it ignores the features entirely). In most cases the clustered model
performs better than all three other strategies, but there are some cases when the simplest
marginal strategy outperforms all methods, suggesting that the Naive Bayes models is a
mismatch.
not outperform its competition in every domain, it performs marginally better on average.
Given the dramatic marginal likelihood ratio between the CNB and No-Sharing model,
the lackluster results under 0-1 loss are perplexing. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, using a
single cost function to discriminate between models can lead to violations of common sense.
To tease apart the difference between the CNB and No-Sharing models I tested them both
under a range of loss functions of the form
0 y = y
1 y /y' = 1I2 y y'=O,
(4.16)false positive
false negative
where n takes on positive and negative values. For n = 0, LO is the 0-1 loss function. For
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Group User ID Institution
1 1,2,3,5,6,8 Military
2 4,7 Military
3 9,11 MIT, Michigan
4 10,14,15,21 SRI
5 12,17,20 MIT, MIT, Oregon State
6 13 SRI
7 16 Berkeley
8 18 SRI
9 19 CMU
Table 4.1: Most Common Partitioning of Users: Of the three main groups (military, SRI,
professors), none intermixed in the most common partitioning of the data.
n = -2, L-2 specifies that a false positive is four times worse that a false negative. I
conducted leave-5%-out cross validation experiments, under L" for n = 0, ±1, ±2,... , ±8,
averaging the results over 90 trials. Figure 4-8 shows the results of this experiment. Under
0-1 loss, Lo, we see that the CNB model only marginally outperforms the no-sharing model.
However, as the loss functions become more asymmetric we see that the CNB model begins
to significantly outperform the no-sharing model. The trend breaks down at the extremes
(especially n = 8) as we should expect because both models are approximations and under
microscopic scrutiny, inconsistencies in both will be magnified. I have already argued that
asymmetric cost functions are more appropriate in the meeting domain (as well as many real-
world classification tasks). From this plot we see the benefit of the CNB model modelling
the data more closely.
Understanding what has been "learned" by the clustered model is more difficult than
under the no-sharing model where MAP parameter estimates are a good approximation to
full Bayesian inference. Typically, we must inspect the posterior distribution over partitions
using samples from the Markov Chain simulations. Luckily, the posterior distribution over
partitions for the meeting task was peaked around a single mode with 9 groups, making it
easy to visualize.4 Table 4.3 shows which users belonged to each group.
Inspecting the partitions, they fall along understandable lines; only military personnel
are grouped with military personnel, only researchers at SRI are grouped with other SRI
4Any permutation of the numbering within a partitioning is identical. To avoid this we can canonicalize
the description of partitions with respect to a fixed number of the domains.
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employees, and only professors are grouped with other professors. In addition to the larger
groups, there are four singleton groups.
Prom the Bayesian model selection perspective, the data support the clustered model
over its no-sharing counterpart. In addition, inspecting the posterior distribution over
partitions, we see that the model finds reasonable groupings. This explains why the Clus-
tered Naive Bayes classifier outperforms the baseline model most significantly when the
cost function is asymmetric; it is under these more skewed conditions that the probability
assignments become more relevant and the superior modelling capability of the Clustered
Naive Bayes model is highlighted.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The central goal of this thesis was to evaluate the Clustered Naive Bayes model in a transfer-
learning setting. This model is characterized by a statistical assumption that, within a
collection of datasets, there exists a partitioning such that each cluster of datasets is identi-
cally distributed. The Clustered Naive Bayes model is the first application of this idea to a
generative model in order to achieve transfer learning. To evaluate the model, I measured
its performance on a real-world meeting acceptance task and showed that it fits the data
better than its no-sharing counterpart and performs better at prediction, especially under
asymmetric loss. Unfortunately, inference under the Clustered Naive Bayes model is consid-
erably more difficult than under its Naive Bayes sibling; simulations that take seconds using
the Naive Bayes model take minutes using the Clustered Naive Bayes model. Deriving a
more efficient inference algorithm, perhaps using variational techniques, would be a crucial
next step before this model could be applied to larger datasets. In addition, the choice
to use the Naive Bayes model was not motivated by goodness-of-fit criteria but instead by
ease-of-analysis and implementation considerations. A logical next step is to investigate
this model of sharing on more sophisticated base models.
In this thesis I have used a generative model to perform clustering; implicit in this
choice is the additional assumption that similar feature distributions imply similar predictive
distributions. On the meeting acceptance task, this assumption improves performance under
asymmetric loss. This aspect of the Clustered Naive Bayes model sets it apart from recent
work that extends logistic regression to the multi-task setting.
The Clustered Naive Bayes model uses a Dirichlet Process prior to cluster the parame-
ters of models applied to separate tasks. This model of sharing is immediately applicable
to any collection of tasks whose data are modelled by the same parameterized family of
distributions, whether those models are generative or discriminative. This thesis suggests
that clustering parameters with the Dirichlet Process is worthwhile and can improve pre-
diction performance it situations where we are presented with multiple, related tasks. A
theoretical question that deserves attention is whether we can get improved generalization
bounds using this technique. Unfortunately, requiring that each of the datasets be modelled
by the same parameterized family rules out interesting scenarios where transfer would be
useful. More work is necessary to understand how transfer can be achieved between distinct
types of tasks.
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Appendix A
Implementing Inference
Let m,, denote the number of data points labeled y E L in the data set associated with
the uth user and let nu,,y,f,x denote the number of instances in the u-th dataset where the
f feature takes the value x E Vf when its parent label takes value y E L. Recall that the
family of Naive Bayes models with a finite number of labels and F features taken values
from finite sets can be written in general as
U N, F
P(D9, #) =J fJ P(Yo,,kIO,y) fJ P(Xu,n,f Yu,y, Ou,y,f) (A.1)
u=1 n=1 f=1
U F
=J fJ Om u#, fl H O,,fx (A.2)
u=1 yEL f=1 XEVf
where
OU,y,f,x - Pr{Xu,f = x1Y = y}, (A.3)
and
# ,y ' Pr {Yu = y}. (A.4)
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We stated in Section 2.1 that the maximum likelihood parameterization is given by
OU'Y-= rn"' (A.5)
and
Ou,y,f,x = Zn'u'yf' x (A.6)
Each of the models considered in this thesis are defined by a particular prior distribution
P(0, ). Let
n
Sk = {(1, . .. ,y) E (0, 1): = 1} (A.7)
i=1
be the k-simplex. Recall that Ou parameterizes the 1LI element discrete distribution P(Yu,).
Therefore 4O e SI'l. We let 4 = {ou : u = 1, 2,... , U} denote the entire collection of distri-
butions over all users. Similarly, 9 u,v,f parameterizes the IVf I element discrete distribution
P(Xu,n,f IYu,n). Therefore, 6u,,y,f E SIVf I. We let 0 = {Ou,y,f : u = 1, 2.... , U, y E 4, f =
1, 2, ... , F} denote the entire collection of distributions over all users, features and labels.
Let E = (SE)U be the space of all 0,. Let 4 = ((SvI x ... x VF)VI)U be the sapce of all
6 u,y,f. From a Bayesian perspective, the quantity of interest is now the marginal likelihood
P(D) = / P(D 9, 0) dP(6, 0). (A.8)
In the following section I describe the implementation details associated with calculating
the posterior probability of labels conditioned on labelled data. In the second part of
this chapter, I discuss the strategy for calculating the marginal likelihood via stochastic
techniques.
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Figure A-1: Graphical Model for No-Sharing model
A.1 Posterior Distributions: Derivations and Samplers
A.1.1 No-Sharing Model
The No-Sharing model assumes that each user's parameters are independently and identi-
cally distributed. Specifically,
U F
P(6, 0) = P(#2) jJ ][ P(6U,V,f).
u=1 yEL f=1
(A.9)
Both P(4u) and P(Ou,,,f) are Dirichlet distributions over the IL-simplex and IVf I simplex,
respectively. Recall the generative definition of the No-Sharing (see also Figure A.1.2):
Ou ~ Dirichlet({aU,Y : y E L})
Yu,n | 4u ~ Discrete(ou)
Xnf,f ~ Dirichlet({,3,,yj,f), : x E Vf
XU,n,f I Yu,n7, {Ou,yf : Vy E Y} ~ Discrete (OU,(yu n,f)
(A.10)
(A.11)
(A.12)
(A.13)
The quantity of interest when performing classification is P(Y- D+, X-), the probability
of missing labels, Y-, given the labelled data, D+, and the unlabelled meeting requests,
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XF
F
Nu
|L|F
ILIF
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X-. To calculate this quantity we must relate it to our likelihood functions P(Y,Ig$l) and
P(Xu,j,f lYu,, {Guyf}). By the total probability theorem,
P(Y-ID+, X-) - P(Y~, 6, OID+, X-) d(6 x q).
Applying Bayes rule,
P(Y~ 6, D+, X-) - P(Y X-, D+6, q)P(6, 4)
P(D+, X-)
oc P(Y~, X-, D+6, O)P(6,l ),
(A.15)
(A. 16)
where we have dropped multiplicative terms that are not functions of the parameters or Y-.
But P(Y-, X-, D+ 6, 0) = P(D10, 0) (see Equation (A.2)), where D is the entire dataset,
labelled and unlabelled. Plugging in our priors and rearranging,
P(Y-ID+, X~-) (A. 17)
P() QU= 1 yEL f=
H
XEVf
u F
H H H P(OUNJ)
U=1yEC f =1
P(UYf) d(6
0 uy.fx d(6 x )
uNJ~fx)
x 4)
Recall that the individual parameter distributions are distributed by Dirichlet distributions.
Specifically,
and
1 -1-7
P(62',f) = (,yf1 Vyfx)=Z({OU,Y,f,X : x E j )X f Yfx
(A.20)
(A.21)-1s
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(A.14)
u=1 yEL f=1 xEVf
Lc
= e
u P(O )U=1 H1yEE
(A.18)
(A.19)
where the function
(A.22)Z(X) - HxEX F(x)
"(ZXEx x)
maps a finite multiset of positive real numbers to a positive real number that normalizes
the distribution for the specific choice of hyperparameters. Substituting (A.20) and (A.21)
into (A.19), and distributing the integrals, we get
P(Y~|D+, X-)
Lxe
I (Mu",Y+a's,-1)
SiZ({ au,y : y e LI)
Z({U f x } uyfx ± ) d(O x <)u=1 yE f=1 X ' ZEVf
1
Z({au,v : y E L})
U F
x H H ZU=1 yEL f=1
1
({ 3 u, y'f' x E Vf}) Slvf I
0'(n'f
UE ,;,
Recall that, assuming a, b > 0,
01
O(a-1)(1 - )(b-1)d - r(a) F(b) - Z(a, b).
r(a + b)
This integral can be generalized to the k-simplex, Sk. Assuming ai > 0,
IkfJ ai -- ) d=
Sk i=1
]~] F(ai)
F(Z=1ai) Z({al,..., ak}).
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U
=1
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
1) )
(A.27)
(A.28)
(A.29)
dOU'yJ
(MU'y+aU'y-1)
ISILI OU)y dOu(yEL
Therefore, we can rewrite (A.27) as
P(Y-D+,X-) oc Z y }) Z({nUY,f,X + fu,y,f,x : X E Vf})
u=1 Z({ca,y : y E Y}) f=1f Z(UY, : x E Vj})
(A.30)
In fact, we can drop the denominator of the first term as it is not a function of Y-. Generally
we are only interested in the marginal P(Yu,jlD+, X-), because our loss functions are
additive. However, computing this marginal can be difficult as we must marginalize over
the Nu - Mu - 1 other unknown labels. By brute force, 2 (Nu-Mu-1) additions must be
performed. However, by inspecting (A.30), it is clear that only the counts n, m affect the
probability. It is possible that clever counting arguments could make the marginalization
more tractable. Instead, we will use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques to
simultaneously calculate the marginals over the entire set of unknown labels (Neal, 1993).
We can immediately define a Gibbs sampler for our posterior: starting with some ar-
bitrary labelling, we resample each unknown label Yu,, fixing the values for YUI,i, (u, j) #
(u', i). The conditional distribution is exactly Equation A.30. Note that the update rule is
the same for each unknown label.
A.1.2 Complete-Sharing Model
The Complete-Sharing model assumes that Ou = 4O, and 6 u,y,f = 6Ouyf for all users u and
u'. Because corresponding parameters between users are constrained to be identical, we
will write 0 instead of Ou and 9 y,f,, instead of 8u,y,f,.. Therefore the prior is
F
P(6, 0) = P(O) fJ R P(6Y,f), (A.31)
yEC f=1
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Figure A-2: Complete-Sharing Graphical Model
where the component distributions are Dirichlet distributions. Formally, the Complete-
Sharing model is defined by the following generative process:
0 ~ Dirichlet({ay : y c C}) (A.32)
Yd,n 1 4 ~ Discrete(#) (A.33)
By,f ~ Dirichlet({#,3,f,x : x E Vf}) (A.34)
Xd,n,f I Y,n, {,,J : Vy E Y} ~ Discrete(6(yfl),f) (A.35)
In order to derive the posterior distribution and sampler, we need only recognize that the
complete-sharing model is equivalent to the no-sharing model where all the data belongs to
a single user whose parameters are # and 0.
Let m. denote the number of data points labeled y E C across the entire data set (i.e.
across all users) and let ny,f,x denote the number of instances where the f feature takes the
value x E Vf when its parent label takes value y E C. In terms of the quantities mu,y and
U
my = rnu,y (A.36)
U=1
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Figure A-3: Clustered Naive Bayes Graphical Model: (a) The parameters of the Clustered
Naive Bayes model are drawn from a Dirichet Process. (b) (b) In Chinese Restaurant
Process representation, each user u is associated with a "table" zu, which indexes an infinite
vector of parameters drawn i.i.d. from the base distribution. The darkened nodes are
marginalized over analytically. The resulting model cannot be represented graphically using
standard notation.
and
U
ny,f,x = nuyfx.
u=1
(A.37)
Therefore, the posterior over missing labels conditioned on labeled data and features is,
P(Y- D+, X-) oc Z({my + ay : y E L}) F Z({ny,f,x + 3 ,f,x : x E Vf})Z({a.: y E C}) 1111 Z({/3y,f,x : x E Vf}) (A.38)
Similarly, the Gibbs sampler involves resampling each unknown label while holding all others
fixed. The conditional (sampling) distribution is proportional to (A.38).
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A.1.3 Clustered Naive Bayes
The Clustered Naive Bayes model assumes that the prior distribution over the feature
parameters is a Dirichlet Process. Specifically,
S, DirichletProcess(y, P(6)), (A.39)
where -y is the stick-breaking constant and P(6) is the base distribution. In our case, the
base distribution is a product of Dirichlet distributions,
F
P(O) = [ J P(GVf), (A.40)
yeL f=1
where the component distributions, P(Oy,f), are Dirichlet distributions over the JVf I-simplex,
respectively. The marginal parameters 0 are drawn independently from Dirichlet distribu-
tions over the LI-simplex. The distribution of each data point for user u conditioned on
the parameter Ou is:
Yu,, I Ou ~ Discrete(0k) (A.41)
Xunf I Yu,n, {Ouy,f} ~ - Discrete(Ouy.,,f) (A.42)
We will use the CRP representation of the Dirichlet Process to build a Gibbs sampler. In
the CRP representation, the DP is represented as an infinite vector of parameters indexed
by mixture component indices z, which follow the Chinese Restaurant Process. Because the
base distribution is conjugate with our sampling distributions, we can analytically integrate
out the infinite vector. We will build a Gibbs sampler. The distributions we need to
specify are the conditional distribution of a mixture index given all other indices and the
data, P(zuzu, X, Y), and the conditional distribution of a missing label conditioned on
the mixture indices, and all other features and labels, P(Yu,i|Y, X, z). Using Bayes rule,
P(zu = Z* zu, -y, Y, X) oc P(XIY, z) P(zu = Z*Izu), (A.43)
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where P(zsIz_,) is governed by the CRP and
P(XIY, z) cx [ Q 1(ZO. mzy + ay) rE nz,y,f,x + y,f,x)
yf F(Z, + ay~) X E~f zOZ* ly~fix ± /3y~f))
where nz,y,f,x are the number of features f taken the value x with parent label
grouped in the z-th mixture (similarly for mz,y for labels). The conditional
needed to resample a missing label Y is:
P(Y,4 = yIY, X, z) Oc P(X IY, Yi, z) P(Yu,i = y, YIq)P() d,
y
(A.44)
y in all data
distribution
(A.45)
where
P(XY, Yui, z) Oc J nz,y,fx + /y,f,x
f mz,V+ZE xy,f,x
(A.46)
and
Y Oc mzY + ay. (A.47)
A.2 Calculating Evidence and Conditional Evidence
A.2.1 Evidence
To determine which model's predictions we should prefer, we can compute the ratio of
posterior probability of each model conditioned on our data D {Yd,n, Xd,n }.
P(HNS|D) _ P(HNS)P(DIHNS)
P(HpSID) ~ P(Hps)P(DJHps) (A.48)
In this section I discuss the work necessary to calculate the marginal likelihood ratios (are
known as "evidence" ratios). For the complete-sharing, we can derive the joint distribution
analytically because we have chosen conjugate prior distributions. We will specialize to the
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case where all the Dirichlet distributions are uniform. Specifically,
P(D|Hcs) (A.49)
P(D {4}, {0y,}, HCS) p(0) p({Oyf}) d{Oy,f} do (A.50)
(1  )HY F(1 + f{n : Y1 = }I) 1., F(1 + I{n : Yn = y, Xn,f = x) (A.51)
F(Y + N) J (f I(iXf + {n: Yn = y}I)
The marginal likelihood for the no-sharing model can be easily calculated by treating every
data set as if it were an isolated complete-sharing model.
A.2.2 Conditional Evidence
We can estimate the expectation of a function O(x) under a distribution P(x) given N
independent samples (xi, ... , x,) from P(x) using
(0) = 4(xn) (A.52)
This estimator is asymptotically unbiased. However, in practice we cannot generate inde-
pendent samples from the distribution of interest. Instead, we can only evaluate P(x) to a
multiplicative constant, i.e. we can evaluate P*(x) oc P(x).
Importance sampling is a means by which one can evaluate the expectation of a function
O(x) under a distribution P(x) = P*(x) (MacKay, 2003, pg. 361). Importance sampling
requires a sampling distribution Q(x) = (Q*(x) from which we can draw indepedent
samples and that we can evaluate to a multiplicative constant. The sampling density must
also assign positive density to all points with positive density under P(x), i.e. P(x) >
0 ==- Q(x) > 0. The idea is to sample from Q(x) instead of P(X) and treat those
samples as if they were from P(X). However, for x such that Q(x) > P(x), we expect
O(x) to be overrepresented at that point, and for x such that P(x) > Q(x) we expect O(x)
to be underrepresented. The solution is to weigh the sample xn according to the ratio
P*(xn)/Q*(xn). Given such a sampling distribution, an asymptotically unbiased estimator
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of (4(x)) is:
(W)S=- (A.53)N Zw,
where w, = P*(xn)/Q*(x,). The expectation of 1 wn is
([wn) = Q(x) dx =Z (A.54)
Therefore, we can use importance sampling as a means of generating a estimate of the
ratio of normalizing constants. If we know ZQ we can then get estimates of Zp directly.
Alternatively, if we use the same sampling distribution with two densities, we can compute
the ratio of using estimates of and Z.
Importance sampling is not without its troubles. If Q(x) and P(x) assign significantly
different densities to certain regions, then we can expect that a few samples with enormous
weight will dominate, resulting in high variance estimates. There are pedagogical examples
that exist in one dimesion where the variance of the estimate is infinite (MacKay, 2003, pg.
386). In practice, even small mismatches between high-dimensional P(x) and Q(x) lead to
estimates with high variance, rendering importance sampling ineffective.
Neal (2001) introduced annealed importance sampling (AIS), a method that combines
simulated annealing, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods and importance sampling. Un-
like Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, AIS does not require convergence to
work. In addition, AIS does not suffer from the problems of high variance associated with
importance sampling because it performs importance sampling in an extended state space
induced by a sequence of distributions p, that smoothly transition from a distribution,
Q(X), we can sample from, to the distribution of interest, P(x). The approach resembles
the simulated annealing heuristic employed in optimization and MCMC because it uses a
sequence of distributions parameterized by a temperature r. As r -> 1, pT -> P(x), the
distribution of interest. The temperature schedule 'ro, ri,..., rM is manipulated to make
the difference between successive distributions pj (x) and pj,± (x) in the sequence arbitrar-
ily small, thereby controlling the variance of individual importance weights. AIS produces
independent, weighted samples from P(x) and unbiased estimates of Zi/Zo = Zp/ZO with
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variance that can be decreased by increasing the resolution of the temperature schedule at
the expense of processing time.
A.2.3 Implementing AIS to compute the conditional evidence
According to equation (4.6), P(Y, 8|X) is a distribution whose normalizing constant, P(X),
is the one we seek. The sequence of distributions we use to compute P(X) is
prT(Y, 0) = P(X, Y|j)YP(O) (A.55)
for r E [0, 1]. By definition, po(y) = P(Y) and pi(y) oc P(Y, |X). Therefore, the AIS
process will produce unbiased estimates of Z 1 /Zo, where Z1 = P(X) and Zo is the nor-
malizing constant for our prior. We can compute ZO exactly by noting that E and Y are
independent under po. P(E) already accounts for contribution of a to the normalizing
constant. Under po, the labels are independent and uniformly distributed binary random
variables. Therefore 1/Zo is simply 214.
For each distribution p7 , AIS requires a corresponding Markov chains that leaves p,
invariant. We can readily obtain independent samples from the prior distribution. What
remains is to define Markov chains for every T E (0, 1]. For arbitrary T, our parameterized
distribution can be rewritten as
pr(E, y) = P(0)P(DIE)= (1 P(Y F)J P(Xnf IY, Ef, y))T P(E) (A.56)
n f
= Q(P(IYn)) II(P(Xnf lYn, Of, y))r)P(E)) (A.57)
n f
Close inspection suggests that we may be able to treat the distribution p, as if it were
p, with T copies of each sample of Y and X. Because our data model is an exponential
family distribution with conjugate priors, it is closed under IID sampling; T copies (even
fractional ones) of data points are easily handled by manipulating sufficient statistics. After
we formally derive Gibbs updates, we will see that this intuition is correct.
For intermediate distributions, we define a parameterized Gibbs sampler that induces a
Markov chain M, that leaves p, invariant. A Gibbs sampler is a type of Metropolis-Hasting
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sampler, whose proposal distributions are conditional distributions for the parameters (E)
and the labels Y in our case). The conditional distribution for a label Y" is
Ar (Yn|I ), X, Y/Yn ) = ArjE )( A.58)
Ar (Y/ Yn, E)|IX)
C pr(Y EX) (A.59)
= P(X, Y E)T P(6) (A.60)
c J(0(F),(Y.),(X.,j))r (A.61)
F
As we suspected, each sample of Y has r times the effect. Clearly, for T = 0, the Y's are
sampled uniformly. We will need to take this into account when calculating the normalizing
constant of po, ZO. The updates for 0 and each Q,,j are equally straightforward.
pr($|XY,0) = pr(Y,E|X) (A.62)pr (Y 0X)
Oc pT(Y, 9|X) (A.63)
= P(X, YO)T P(E) (A.64)
Y
c y-1+r*{n:Y=y}I (A.65)
y=1
Letting a'y = ay + -r * I {n : Y= y} 1, we can see that resampling q is equivalent to sampling
from a Dirichlet distribution with parameters {a' }. The conditional distribution for each
Gyj is similar.
Pr(6Yf IX, Y, E/6y,f) (Y9X (A.66)
Op-r(Y, E) fI X) (A.67)
= P(X,Y I) T P(e ) (A.68)
x 11 -1+r*{fn:Xn,f=xAYn=y}I (A.69)
x=1
Define a'yf, ay,f,x + r *n : Xnf = x A Yn = y}I. Then it is clear that a sample from
the conditional distribution of OBj is simply a sample from a Dirichlet distribution with
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parameters {a'Vf, }.
Let ro - 0 < 1 < -2 < ... < rm = 1 be a sequence of temperatures that define our
actual sequence of distributions. To compute a single sample of Z 1/Zo we first produce an
independent sample wo = (yo, 0 0 ) from pO. We then update wo using the Markov chain
Mal, creating a new sample wi. wi is then updated by M, and so on until we create wM_1
by updating wM-2 with MM-1. With these M samples in hand, our sample of Z 1/Zo is:
M--1
Pr (WO) Pr(Wi) PrM(WM-1) Pr+(w) (A.70)
Pro (WO) Pnl (W1) PTrM-1 (WM-I) j=O (wj)
The average of N such samples is an unbiased estimate of Z 1/Zo. For more details see
(Neal, 2001).
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Appendix B
Features
For each meeting request we extract the following features:
1. start time: morning, afternoon, early, mid, late
2. duration: 15, 30, 60, XXX minutes
3. message importance: other, unimportant, possibly important, important, very important,
critical
4. topic importance: other, unimportant, possibly important, important, very important, critical
5. invitee job: other, officer, planner, student, faculty, administrator, funding
6. invitee relation: other, subordinate, peer, supervisor, family
7. invitee recent: 0, 1, 3, 7, XXX
8. invitee soon: 0,1,3,7,XXX
9. busy fday: light-free, light-busy, busy-free, busy-busy, booked-free, booked-busy
10. busy hday: light-free, light-busy, busy-free, busy-busy, booked-free, booked-busy
11. free slot time: 0, 15, 30, 60, 90, 135, XXX
12. conflict?: no, yes
13. conflict importance: other,unimportant,possibly important ,important,very important,critical
14. conflict frequency: other,one time,occasionally,regularly
15. location (new-old): local-none,away-none,local-local,away-local,local-awayaway-away
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